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VÉA Sourcing search 

IT Buyer 

France 
Reference 563 

August 3rd of 2022 

 
 

 

Dear all, 

We’re looking for 1 IT Buyer for one of our French Clients, from the Software Sector.  

This is a Freelance position. 

 

 
 1 IT Buyer, Freelance Position. 

 
 

 
Our Client is a medium-sized Company (ETI) operating in the Software Sector and, 

based in France. 
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France, Paris (ideally, our candidate is based in Paris / Île-de-France, but, ALL applications 
will be closely reviewed). 
There will be very limited business trips, if any. 
 
 

 
Our Client is looking for a Buyer used to negotiating purchases with service providers such 
as Microsoft or AWS (Amazon Web Services), i.e. the Purchase of Software or Cloud 
Storage, etc.  
Someone who can manage supplier negotiations and also help to develop the Group's 
Purchasing organization and challenge Suppliers. 
 

Job Responsibilities: 

 Developing and implementing purchasing strategies. 

 Managing daily purchasing activities, supervising staff, and allocating tasks. 

 Managing supplier relations and negotiating contracts, prices, timelines, etc. 

 Maintaining the supplier database, purchase records, and related documentation. 

 Coordinating with inventory control to determine and manage inventory needs. 

 Ensuring that all procured items meet the required quality standards and 
specifications. 

 Preparing cost estimates and managing budgets. 

 Working to improve purchasing systems and processes. 

 
 

 
 Degree in business administration or a related field. 

 Experience as a Buyer, Purchasing Manager or in a similar position related to PUR, 
Procurement and/or Sourcing. 

 Deep knowledge of Inventory and Supply-Chain Management. 

 Supervisory and Management experience. 

 Proficiency in Microsoft Office and Purchasing Software’s. 

 Excellent communication skills, both written and verbal. 

 Strong critical thinking and negotiation skills. 

 Strong planning and organizational skills. 

 Ability to work independently. 
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You need to have a solid Buyer background (10 years) and the know-how to developing 
purchasing strategies, maintaining positive relationships with Suppliers, coordinating with 
internal teams regarding their supply needs, and overseeing the purchasing team in their 
daily activities. 
 
In particular, are you used to negotiating purchases with Service Providers such as Microsoft 
or AWS (Amazon Web Services), i.e. Purchasing Software or Cloud Storage. 
 
 

 
From 900 € up to 1000 € per day (depending on the profile) + travel expenses outside of 
Paris. 
 
 

 
Absolutely certain.  
This is a Client we know well, where we already have several profiles already working there. 
 
 

 
Fluent / native in French is mandatory. 
Much better if the Candidate speaks English but, it is not a deal breaker if not the case. 
 
 

 
ASAP (OK for end of August / beginning of September) for 3 to 6 renewable months. 
 
 

 
Full time. 
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Interested? Thanks to forward us a COVER LETTER with your RESUME (in FRENCH), 

respecting the TEMPLATE 1 application format, from our website, mentioning the 563 

reference. 
 

Please send a unique file to application@veasourcing.com, along with the results of Your Self-

Assessment. 
 

Only complete applications, strictly answering to the expected criteria, will be addressed.  
 

If no answer was given to you after a period of 10 days, please consider your application as not 
selected. 
 
If this role isn't right for you, don't forget to forward it to your own network - it may be perfect for 
someone else! 
 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::  
 

Our backbone is made up of Operational Excellence and Continuous Improvement! 
 

Drawing on a Global Resource Network, VÉA Sourcing recruits your Strategy, 

Transformation and M&A Consultants,  

as well as your PMOs, SMEs, Interim and Transition Managers, Worldwide. 
 

We secure ALL business cases, in ALL sectors. 

  

Trust us with your profile searches: 

- Free of charge 

- No commitment 

- Full confidentiality guaranteed. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
 

Note-taking: 
 
o  

 
 

o  
 
 

o  
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